
Driven by data.
Navigated by humans.
Our mission is to harness project 
data to help people make 
the best decisions.

Our teams are focused on 
delivering projects in a data-
driven, value-led manner.

Different
works here

Be part of
changing
the industry

About Mudano
Mudano is developing the autonomous project by applying scientific techniques to project 
delivery. 
 
We believe projects should be designed to increase business value and remove waste 
by utilising project data to empower teams and guide human behaviour. We apply data-
led decision making techniques to support strategic decisions and optimise day to day 
execution. We enable this by a set of principles supported by a continually evolving 
knowledge base that consists of training, method, data, software and insights.

We call this Delivery ScienceTM

What will you be doing? 
 
You will be part of a growing team 
consisting of experienced consultants 
creating branded content for all Mudano 
Delivery Science assets.

As part of this role, you will be designing 
(from wireframe to hifi) info-graphics, 
illustrations and graphical content to 
represent storyboards explaining complex 
processes, concepts and bringing solutions 
to life.

Initially, you will be owning and updating 
our knowledge base.  

Desired skills and experience  
 
/   Experience of creating unique solutions 
using Adobe Creative Suite, specifically 
Illustrator and InDesign 
 
/   Experience of end to end design process 
from requirements to final product through 
agile delivery methods 
 
/   Ideal candidate would also be able 
to assist in information design through 
effective data visualisation of complex 
datasets 
 
/   Excellent stakeholder management skills

We are building a unique software package 
which integrates project management 
tooling with data science and analytics to 
support teams working on large change 
programmes to make better project 
decisions and predict upcoming issues 
through data insight, visualisation, 
predictive analytics and real time reporting.

We are starting from the ground up to build 
a system for all project stakeholders and 
ensuring that at every interaction value 
is added, insight is communicated and 
efficiency is gained. There’s no use gathering 

information about projects if the capture of 
data becomes an overhead in itself.

Data is core to our business too. By 
analysing data from projects, our platform 
will highlight future issues, predict the 
probability of slippage and provide real 
sentiment analysis on project delivery.

The system is a cloud based collaboration 
tool, built using cutting edge open source 
technologies.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER (3-6 MONTHS FTC) 
LONDON

Love what
you do

Benefits and compensation
 / Salary 22k - 27k Pro Rata (depending on skills, experience and qualifications)

 / Flexible holiday plan of 25 days annual leave (plus bank holidays)

 / Comprehensive benefit package including private medical, wellbeing cover, discounted  
 gym membership, and life insurance

 / Pension scheme with 3% employer contribution

 / Entry into our company stock option scheme

 / Individual training budget and career mentoring

 / 1% club – small benefits that make a big difference (i.e. monthly audible/book allowance,  
 UBER for business)

 / Edgy head-office in start-up incubator (including Thursday beer hours, networking, TED  
 style talks, and unlimited tea/coffee and fruit)

 / Choice of Mac, Windows, or Linux dual-boot and tablet

 / Flexible working 


